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Queensland Challenge 2004

President's Report
Congratulations to the eventual winners and grinners of the 2004 Century Batteries Queensland Challenge. Marc and Kristen
(and junior) put in many hard hours to ensure the success of this event, and if the crowd who attended the award presentation
are anything to go by, exceeded their expectations. Well done everyone. Margot has also been busy preparing for the Network
Evening held earlier this month. Although only a small number were able to attend to hear some tall stories and true relayed by
out very own Patron, Tom Barton, the outlook for future similar evenings looks promising  stay tuned folks.I was saddened to
hear that our illustrious Steward/CRO Martin Chambers wife Lorraine has been unwell but is now back on the road to recovery
 get well soon Lorraine. In other news, (and if Margaret hasnt already sent everyone 15 emails complete with times, scores
and photos) Gary and Leanne Mackay have been busy producing another light-weight driver/co-driver. Congratulations to
all the family  seems we might have quite a huge Mackay Rally Team in the making.
Quite a number of BSCC Club members will be trekking off to Bathurst to take part in or help out in the 2004 Australian Safari to
be conducted throughout northern and western NSW. This year, thankfully, the organisers have opted to run in the (slightly)
warmer month of September (which unfortunately clashes with our Benarkin event) but should ensure better drinking weather
for all. On that subject, a reminder to competitors, officials and spectators that the Philcomm Benarkin Rally (QRC/Clubman is
on track to be conducted on the weekend of 10 August. All hands needed on deck for this one as it promises to be a doozie.
Last but not least for this month, is a reminder that the Club will have a presence at the Eagleby Festival on Oliver Park, Wagner
Street Eagleby on Saturday 4th September, 2004. This event is all about getting outdoors, having fun with the community and
spreading the word of the BSCC. If anyone is keen to be part of the day, please contact Sheridan asap.
In the meantime

Eyes up - Keep left.

Cya in the forest.
Brian Everitt
President
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September 11

Helpers needed!
Please contact Sheridan on 38460233
2004 Calendar August to December
28-29 August
4-5 Sept
11-12 Sept
18-19 Sept
25-26 Sept
2-3 Oct
9-10 Oct
16-17 Oct
23-24 Oct
30-31 Oct
6-7 Nov
13-14 Nov
27-28 Nov
4-5 Dec

ARC 6 Premier State Rally NSW; Morgan Park State Championship
Lakes Classic Touring Road Event; Eagleby Festival Static DisplayMt Cotton
Hillclimb
Round 5 of Qld Rally ChampionshipBenarkinWarialda Long Course Off Road; Australia
Safari
Speed on Tweed; Marque Nigh Run; Start of School Holidays; Australian Safari
AFL Grand Final; Aust Motorkhana Championships - Homebush NSW; Poker Run Healey
Car Club
End of School Holidays; ARC 7 Rally of Melbourne VIC; MG Club Iron Man Weekend
Bathurst 1000
Round 5 AORC - GoondiwindiMotorcycle GP; Marque Night Run; IWMAC Autocross
Indy Carnival
Round 3 KCF Rallysport Short Course Rally Aust Hillclimb Championships - Vic;
Qld Motorkhana Series
Brisbane Topless Car Run
ARC 8 Telstra Rally Australia WA; Noosa Hillclimb: IWMAC Multi car speed event
Round 6 QRC Gallangowan Qld Raceway State Championship
Mt Cotton Hillclimb

The New Interclub Challenge Rules and Point Scoring System
In early 2004, the Interclub Challenge (ICC) Committee (made up of co-ordinators or representatives from each of the clubs
registered in the Interclub Challenge) indicated a strong interest in including ALL types of vehicles into the competition. The
WRX club, in particular, is very strong with great membership and bucket loads of enthusiasm and we wanted them on board!
Previously, the ICC focussed on outright results and only 2 wheel drive tin tops were allowed to enter. The new proposal was
to introduce rules allowing all wheel drives such as WRXs and specialist vehicles (such as hillclimb open wheelers) to enter.
While embracing in concept, the reality was that ordinary tin top 2 wheel drives could not compete directly with WRXs,
hillclimb specials and the like! It was universally agreed that a handicap factor would be more trouble than its worth, so the ICC
committee set about developing a class based point-scoring system.
Naturally, the formula for figuring out the worth of a competitors contribution to add to a team is not simple. The aims were:
o
o
o

To ensure that all types of vehicles and competitors could participate in the ICC;
To as best humanly possible ensure parity between makes and models of vehicles; and
Ensure that driver / navigator performances on the day were the deciding factors.

The formula developed a point system derived from a competitors:
(a) place in class compared to all other competitors; PLUS
(b) place in class compared to other interclub challenge competitors; PLUS
(c) outright results compared to other interclub challenge competitors.
Put less simply, it looks like this:
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TCE = Total number of Class Entrants;
IEC = Number of Interclub Entrants per Class;
OCP = Outright Class Position;
ICP = Interclub Class Position;
TIE = Total Interclub Entrants;
IOP = Interclub Outright Position

Take the total for each of the top 4 of your 5 team members, add them together and you get your teams points. The team with
the most points wins. Complicated? You bet. This formula is the result of a long and confused night thrashing throw scenarios
and playing with numbers (not my strong suit). So, weve come up with something we hope best fulfils our aims. The ICC
committee acknowledges that it is not perfect but we did our best! Having said that, it seems to be working well so far. While
we do not wish to change the rules before the end of the season, if youre mathematically inclined, we are keen to accept any
suggestions you might have!
In other news, Scott Doyle has stepped down from the role of the overall ICC Co-ordinator and Holden Sporting Car Club of
Queensland representative due to work commitments. The other ICC committee members have decided to share the coordinating role and Craig Hornibrook is the new HSCCQ representative. Other competing clubs and co-ordinators are:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Gold Coast Tweed Motor sporting Club  John Careless;
Ipswich West Moreton Auto Club  Eddie Fowler;
Marque Sports Car Club  Allan Cunningham;
MG Car Club of Queensland  David Homer;
Surfers Paradise Auto Racing Club  Ferris Lee;
WRX Car Club of Queensland  Mick Jones/Allan Kelly.

All feedback about the ICC is very welcome to me or any other ICC co-ordinators. We look forward to your continued support
of the 2004 Interclub Challenge series!!
Cheers
Mel Both
BSCC ICC Co-ordinator

Being an official at the Qld Challenge
For months and months, Mick and I had looked forward to
competing in the Qld Challenge. This event last year was
the first event wed ever won so we were keen to try and
repeat our success. We were also lucky enough to win the
Coastal Challenge this year, so we were on a roll.
Unfortunately, Micks engine expired about 5 weeks prior to
the event. After some skillful hunting, Mick found a new
engine to put in the car. He got the car back a week before
the event but unfortunately 2 days before the event, this
engine also came to a halt. So we were without a car. We
considered using my car but as it needed a fuel pump badly
and the clutch has the occasional slip we decided against
it. So to be still part of the event that we enjoy so much, we
applied to be officials and as luck would have it, Marc was
happy to have us help him out.
We were given the duty of speed control. We were given a
radar gun with instructions on where to stand. Mick and I
drove to the set location in Murphys Creek Rd and
proceeded to check competitors speed. Unfortunately
there were a few competitors caught speeding. We had an
absolute blast doing this and we were there for about 1.5
hours.
As the speedgun was needed at the Gatton Stage, we
headed there to hand it over. Whilst we were there, we got
to do the stage prior to the zero car. This was a lot of fun
although my speeds werent high as we werent sure if the
stage was clear and Mick is not a good passenger. After
that we had a tasty burger and headed of to the Wivenhoe
Dam stage. Here we were end of stage controllers. We
again got to run this stage as well prior to the zero car. The
start of the stage was very slippery due to cut grass all
over the road but this was slowly cleared by competitors.
Again I had an absolute blast driving. I normally navigate
so this made for a nice change. Although I think Im better
at navigating.
After setting up the stop garage we waited for the zero car.
Wed noticed some kangaroos hopping over the road.
Luckily none came across the road in front of competitors.
We clocked in all the cars and then packed up and headed
to the last stage at Century Batteries where we just
spectated.
All in all, Mick and I had an awesome day. It was unfortunate that we didnt get to compete but helping out certainly
gave us an insight on the behind the scenes work that
goes on in making one of these events. Not only are there
months worth of logistics to work out to put on the day,
but even on the day there are lots of logistics to get
through. We were glad to have been able to help out, this
allowed us to give something back to an event that we
enjoy so much.
Harald

Congratulations to Gary and Leanne
Mackay on the birth of Teyahna; sister
to Lachlan, and Grandaughter for
Keith and Margaret Mackay. Born 16
August 2004, 11.58 pm weighing 6
pounds 10.

Healy Club and
Marque
Poker Run 2004
We're taking a run up the coast for the
poker run this year. Starts at the
shopping center carpark cnr of Gympie Rd
and Webster Rd at 7.30Am.
Approximate distance is 450Km. Five
stops and a hand of poker at the end.
There is a trophy and a Glass Mug to be
won along with the Kitty. Entry is $5.00
per person
Every one is welcome!
BSCC currently hold the Trophy for the
best hand of poker

26th September
2004
Contact Brian Krieger 0417 008 348
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COVERING ALL AREAS
GLASS REPLACEMENT
24 HOURS 7 DAYS

GERMAN AUTOS

PORSCHE
AUDI
VOLKSWAGEN S P E C I A L I S T

Laurence Svenson

Unit 1, 20 Fortune Street GEEBUNG Qld. 4034
Phone:(07) 3865 5457

Fax: (07) 3265 7611

Now available in Queensland
REPSOL THE OIL OF CHAMPIONS

Contact Del Garbett

0418 234249

DARRYL BRAY
CHAIRMAN
Mobile 0408 748 850
2/2960 Logan Rd
Underwood, QLD 4119
P.O. Box 80, Springwood B.C. Qld 4127
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e-mail: info@kcf-rallysport.com.au www: kcf-rallysport.com.au

Century Batteries Queensland Challenge, 24 July 2004
By

Chris

Nixon

(published

in

ARN)

CLASSIC beat contemporary when Glen
Wesener took his 1973 Holden Torana
GTR to victory in the Century Batteries Queensland Challenge touring road
rally on 24 July. Wesener, co-driven
by Larissa Skyring, ended an unbroken
run of Subaru WRX wins in recent
years.

start of the rally, he showed competitors
how it¹s done on the drag strip with an
expert performance in his new Falcon
XR6 Turbo.
A strong turn-out by the forest rally
fraternity boosted competitor numbers,
resulting in some great performances despite the ³unfamiliar² surfaces and
terrain.

The rally, promoted by Brisbane Sporting Car Club and dubbed ³Our Little
Targa² by competitors, took in around
350 kilometres of sealed roads between
Brisbane and Toowoomba.

Experienced rally co-driver Melinda Both
helped hillclimb specialist David
Homer in his turbocharged Suzuki Swift to
an impressive second outright, his
best finish in the event.

Between open-road navigation sections,
the field of 49 starters completed
closed-road tests at the Ipswich West
Moreton Auto Club¹s circuit, the
Willowbank drag strip, a challenging
1.5km plunge down Toowoomba¹s Prince
Henry Drive, quick squirts around the
Gatton agricultural campus and
Wivenhoe Dam precinct and, finally, a
motorkhana in the factory grounds of
event sponsor Century Batteries.

The first WRX came home third outright,
driven by Craig Newell with Simon
Grounds.

Event Director Marc Austin-Zande says
the Challenge is Queensland¹s only
stand-alone such event and the new
sponsorship from Century Batteries
will help it grow over coming years.
Century said it saw benefit in supporting an event for grass-roots competitors in road automotive products
such as the new Performance Series
batteries. At least six competitors
were
first-timers.

Rob Dixon and Chris Murphy, in their classic 1971 Corolla known throughout
Queensland rally circles as the ³Red
Dwarf², were spectacular in taking a
class win and sixth outright.
They were just ahead of perhaps the
event¹s most surprising crew,
17-year-old driver Greg Latham and 18year-old co-driver Nathan Long, who
were first in class and seventh outright
aboard a Daihatsu Charade in their
first-ever
competitive
motorsport
event.
The other class winners were Brian
Kreiger/Gary Gray, who finished 11th
outright in a 1967 Hillman Hunter.

Also confirming the growing status of
the Century Batteries Queensland
Challenge was the presence of
Queensland¹s ³Minister for Motorsport²
Tom Barton.
Barton, officially Minister for Industrial Relations in the Queensland
Government, is patron of the BSCC and
an avowed motorsport fan, particularly
of drag racing. After flagging the

Photos credit Harald Wildmast

14 Kenway Drive, UNDERWOOD Queensland 4119
Phone: (07)

3808-2755 Fax: (07) 3290-0957
email: zcar@iprimus.com.au

THE QUEENSLAND AGENT FOR:

Forest

S55
S505
S505
S505
S525
S525
S525

175x65-14
165x65-13
185x70-13
185x65-14
185x60-15
195x65-15
205x65-15

$150-00
$150-00
$160-00
$165-00
$170-00
$175-00
$185-00

Tarmac Rally/Race Tyres
S575
S575
S575
S585

195x60-14
195x50-15
215x50-16
235x45-17

All Prices include GST

$200-00
$200-00
$210-00
$250-00
Please Note: Prices subject to change

BOARD MEMBER PROFILES

Simon Knowles – Board Member & Margot Knowles – Vice President
Simon and I are a match made in the dirt – literally!
We meet in 1993 when we both debuted in the Endeavour Foundation Rally. Simon
and a mate in his XD Sedan and me sharing the driving (yep I used to drive) with a
girlfriend in a hot Torana. We married in 1997 and continued to do the Endeavour
rallies for a couple of years. Our last event was a massive three-week rally from Byron
Bay to Redcliffe via Broome!
During the time we were doing the Endeavour Rallies I had the good fortune to meet
Errol Bailey and got involved in doing rally official work at the ARC’s each year and
a few QRC’s here and there! During the ARC event one year, whilst sitting on the
start control of ‘Branch’ we decided that this looked like better fun than the Endeavour
Rallies – the rest is history!
Some highlights for us have included taking out the Highest Fund-raiser Award on
numerous occassions on the Endeavour Rally along with winning their highest
accolade the “Supreme Endeavour Award”. Also Winning P2 in the QRC for 2002
and Winning P3 for QRC in 2003. Here’s to loads more!
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For The Brisbane Sporting Car Club! On Top of Your
Very Best Deal The Club Will Get $100! - Just Ask For
Margot Knowles City Automotive Sales Manager
On 3252 0161 (Sporting Car Club Member)

WINNING VALUE!
A BETTER DEAL
FOR ALL BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB MEMBERS.
For The Winning Deal On New Peugeot, New Subaru,
New Mitsubishi, or a Pre-loved vehicle?
Ask for Margot, she WILL help you get a better deal!
Telephone 07. 3252 0161
Ask For Margot Knowles
Sales Manager

• PEUGEOT • SUBARU
• MITSUBISHI
• QUALITY USED CARS

142 Breakfast Creek Road Newstead • margot@city-automotive.com.au

Century
Batteries
 In Review

Queensland

Challenge

2004

Saturday the 24th of July 2004 saw the culmination of months of self imposed labour
by Marc & Kirsten Austin-Zande of the Brisbane Sporting Car Club with the running of
The Century Batteries Queensland Challenge.
One competitor dubbed the event ³Our
Little Targa² & they hit the nail right on the head. Apart from the odd ³Nav Run²
organised through social car clubs I had never entered a proper road navigation event
with special stages.
Needless to say I quizzed Marc intensely about how things
worked & what to expect.
I have to say that from Marc¹s responses my expectations
were pretty high.
Was I disappointed? Not one little bit!
Scrutineering
Scrutineering was on the Wednesday night before
experienced & they knew what to check, the cars
happy
competitor.

the event.
were turned

The scrutineers were
around quickly & I left

a

Drivers
Briefing
&
Pre-Event
Organisation
The pre-event frivolities were over & done with in due haste, a drivers meeting was
called, we listened to the words of wisdom from the organisers & a government minister.
The
Event
The event kicked off at about 8.30 am.
We were
with ourselves for getting our entry in early.

3rd

car

out

so

were

pretty

pleased

Special Stage 1  IWMSCC Willowbank Park
The clay / decomposed granite autocross track at Willowbank was well presented.
is a great track to test your sideways skills.
A light watering commenced & we
let loose. This was the only non-tarmac stage of the event.

This
were

Special Stage 2  Willowbank Raceway
A great little test, quite ingenious in its inception.
The run-off & exit road of
the drag strip were used.
Starting with a left hand hairpin,through some witches
hats on a short straight, a tight right-hander & then down the drag strip, stopping
in a witch¹s hat garage.
Special Stage 3  Prince Henry Drive Toowoomba
Prince Henry Drive is an awesome piece of council owned road in Toowoomba.It¹s a
tight & twisty piece of tarmac bounded by cliff walls & armco railing. This section
was quite long with many cars taking almost a minute & a half to complete the stage.
This was one of the best parts of the event.
Special
Stage
4

Industrial
estate
Toowoomba
Another clever little stage devised using an L shaped piece of road with
witch¹s hats thrown in for fun.
This stage was a quick diversion before a
longer
navigation
stage.
Special
Stage
5

University
of
Queensland,
Gatton
This Stage was awesome, a nice long special stage around 70-80 seconds. Some
good curves early in the stage to throw the car at with some faster corners
as the stage progressed.
The 100 kph limited section seemed to cause some
confusion & it went against the grain to drive slowly (well slower) on a
special stage.
The man with the video camera threw a few of us drivers off
a little bit as we thought he had a speed gun.
Hopefully next year the
organisers will put a nice tight first gear chicane along that stretch to
alleviate
the
driver¹s
angst.

Special Stage 6  Wivenhoe Dam access Road
Stage 6 was my favourite stage, this stage had everything.
added a nice level of the unknown.
I think that this was

The just mown
the stage where

grass

I

edges

actually
managed to scare Chris the navigator.
This was the longest speed stage of the event
with times varying from 75 seconds to 113 seconds. It was an uphill run along a road
deep in long grass.
The first straight enable us to get a little speed & the first
few corners weren¹t as sharp as they looked from the start line.
The course wound
uphill with some really satisfying corners to a great uphill straight away section
with a chicane in the middle to slow us down.
Continuing uphill & past a traffic
island that I eyed nervously I came up on it quite quickly (& yes it was in the middle of the road).
The downhill run to the finish was great with some hard breaking
required to pull up in the garage.
Special Stage 7  Century Batteries Motorkhana
I am not usually a great fan of motorkhanas as if their too tight it can be a little
hard on the cars.
This layout was designed for tired drivers at the end of a big
day.
No reversing, no tricky layout to remember, just a fairly straightforward layout with a nice little straight along the back. Smooth & easy seemed to be the key to
this motorkhana, those with a heavy foot didn¹t fair as well as they had hoped as the
concrete pad at the second cone caught a few out.
At one point I feared for the
Century Batteries building as one car got a bit wild at the third cone.
Navigation
This was the first serious navigation event that I have ever entered.
The navigation
seemed straightforward and we only made two WD¹s which we soon figured out very
quickly.
It was a good introduction to various forms of rally documentation, introducing us to tulip notes, map traces & herringbones.
I think that most competitors
found it reasonably straightforward to follow the correct course & answer most of the
questions. I managed to somehow miss six VRC¹s which was disappointing, but we still
managed to place 35th overall aggregate score.
One part of the navigation that
caused some consternation was the poor old navigator trying to clock in at the correct time only to be told that the stage marshals weren¹t ready for him & he had to
wait.
From a competitors point of view this was the only organisational problem that
we encountered during the day that had an effect on the event.
In
Conclusion
Everyone I spoke to after the event had a great day.
We all had war stories to tell
(the sweep car had war wounds to repair).I had an enjoyable day, was totally buggered
at the end of it & had areasonable sense of achievement for our first attempt at a
navigation
event.
Jeff Oldham

Queensland Challenge Presentation
Photo Credits Haikal
Saadh

If 3 wheels get the crowd going, then this is my
game! I live on 3 wheels.Its even better when you
can say you beat a HSV Maloo R8 by 10 seconds!
Thanks very much to Marc, Kristen and all those who
helped and made this afantastic event. This was the
first event for both me and my navigator, Nate and I
dont know how we went officially, but unofficially we
had an awesome time. Learnt heaps and will be
back next year for sure (and anything else in
between)! We reckon we nailed three stages, the
autocross track, the
Toowoomba hill decent, and the motorkhana finale.
Were hanging on the final results, but really wont
be worried where we came as it was our first event,
knew none of the roads, and drive a near stock 1.3L
Charade! Hey we got the crowd going at the final
stage. I guess 3 wheels and tyre smoke will
do that. Anyways awesome day. The thing I learnt the
most, is my dire need to go back to the autocross
track! 62sec first ever stage in first ever event in a
stock 1.3... Im very happy! The Charade Super Car
will be back!
Greg Latham

Hi Marc,
Thanks for an awesome event. Being a first time in any motor
sport event and also first time on dirt for both Joe (nav) and
myself, nerves were present, but quickly disappeared once
things got underway. What a day! We had an absolute ball!
Highlight of the day for us was the Spillway Sprint where we
almost had a moment coming down to the tight left hander
but could not
stop grinning after it. Toowoomba hill decent was also a VERY
sweet bit of road. Just need to practice those tight
motorkahnas in the AWD. Really appreciate the huge efforts
that everyone put into the event to make it enjoyable as
possible for all.Definately hooked and cant wait for the next
Cheers,
Shane Topping

Im just dropping a line to thank Marc for all his hard work in
getting this event together and running so smoothly. It was
definitely the highlight of the motor sport events Ive done so far
this year, and I cant imagine anything topping it. Hell, this
ranks right up there with the 2 Bathurst events I did last year!
There is nothing quite like closed road sections for that
wannabe Targa driver that lurks in all of us! Even my prang
couldnt dampen the spirits - lets face it, if youre not on the
edge youre just taking up space! There was only very minor
damage to car and crew, luckily enough, and we were able to
continue with nothing more serious than a bit of an exhaust
vibration and wheel bearing noise. I think we still went OK on
the remaining special stages. Were both nursing some
bruises (Tims ribs and my ego) and sore necks now though.
Cant wait for the results - there was such a wide variety of cars
that Im dying to see how we compared to on the special
stages... well, the ones I didnt stuff up! Craig Thompsons little
1200 is going really well too, especially for its first outing with
unsorted suspension. Theres lots more to come from that
little beast. Hes already got me worried about next year!
Harry Doling

Photos credits Harald Wildmast
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TOOWONG DENTAL
GROUP
martin.v.darch b.d.sc.
dental surgeon
1st floor commonwealth bank bldg
cnr sherwood & jephson sts, toowong q 4066
telephone 3870 7617 fax 3371 9710

Norm Singleton's
Rally Connection
Quality Motorsport Preparation
STOCKISTS EARL'S - TILTON - NEWTON
PRODUCTS
PH: 07 3289 1082 FAX: 07 32895375
EMAIL: info@rallyconnection.com.au
www.rallyconnection.com.au

PARTS & SERVICE CO.
CLUTCH

l

BRAKE

l

FILTRATION

SILICONE BRAKE FLUID
AUTOMOTIVE MODERN CLASSIC VINTAGE
INDUSTRIAL l AGRICULTURAL l MARINE
SPARE PARTS OPEN SAT. MORNING

46 Ipswich Road, Woolloongabba 4102

Ph 3391 5644

Fax 3891 6024

John Spencer
Proprietor

Hornibrook Tyres

5 Basalt Street, Geebung QLD 4030 Phone 3865 1072
Mobile 0401 474 745
Suppliers of passenger car tyres and the following
Motorsport tyres - Yokohama, Bridgestone, Toyo, Falken,
Dunlop and Kumho.

Safety Certificates
Wheel Alignments
Vehicle Servici

Sumner Park Tyre & Brake P.L. A.C.N. 055 168 075

51 Brisbane Street
BEAUDESERT
Goodyear Yokohama
Fax (07) 5541 1255
Cooper
Avon
Phone
(07) 5541
1075

Cnr Spine & Neon Streets
SUMNER PARK
Fax (07) 3279 4039
Phone (07) 3376 2000

Classified Ads
Gemini Series Rally Car TE; Bilsteins; Kings; Velos; T'trip 202,
New Silverstones. Hardly used in competition. Most of the
hard work done. Well sorted, fairly tidy thing. Some help with
preparation available. $3,000 Firm. call 0407 969 762 or 0408 006
389.
For Sale 1967 Isuzu Bellett 4 door very well maintained in original condition. 64,000 miles. 4 speed, 1500 cc engine, wishbone
front end, IRS back end, orginal wheels and hub caps with original tool kit. Comes with spare shell with good mechanicals. Can
sell with Reg. $2200 Pls Ph: Rob 3862 7363.
1984 TE Gemini four door, road car, driveable, New tyres, interior
in excellent condition, engine mechanically sound and maintained
by Tim Collingwood, body needs work. $500 Ph: Andrew 0415 049
641 or 3877 2723 (work).
Tandem Trailer. Mechanical brakes. Tyre rack. Large
enough for Commordore/Falcon. Designed for easy
loading and unloading. Hand winch. Registered.
$1200. Phone Ken 33551370.
For Sale tg 1984 gemini balanced motor 3 rallies old tx head
competion cam triple core radiator bilstein suspension king springs
fire shield momo seats momo harnesses terratrip meter terra phones
checker plate floor pans momo steering wheel 8 point roll cage roof
vents alloy bash plate strengthened control arms body fully seam
welded very tidy car cost over 15000 to build. $6000 phone
0755369649 0402237057.

Rumour has it...

Rumour has it that two Queenslanders were trying out with Colin Hunter Racing for a co-drive
in the Safari. We can now confirm that Margot
Knowles will co-drive for Colin Hunter and
Simon Campbell will be swapping his driving
boots for navies shoes in the second Hunter
Racing jeep.
Rumour has it that negotiations are underway
for a major V8 Supercar driver to make a guest
appearance at our upcoming Motorkhana on November 7. Watch this space!
A reliable source in the ARC suggests that the
AWD Magnas will not run in the ARC next year
and that they will be sold - at a very good price!
Worth keeping an eye on this if you're a bargain
hunter.

Tailpiece

Mazda 323 (BF) 1.6lt Turbo 4wd Rally Car. Built by Murray
Coote. Group A spec. Motor, gearbox, turbo & suspension just
rebuilt. Close ratio gearbox, Bilstein coil over suspension, new
3"mandrel bend exhaust, 4 pot callipers & big rotors, in cab
adjustable brake bias, Microtech digital dash & ECU, BOV,
adjustable boost, seam welded, full roll cage, new Terra Trip,
intercom, Velo seats, RPM harnesses, Momo steering wheel,
Odyssey battery plus much more. Spares package includes, two
gearboxes (one in pieces), three twin cam heads, eight spare
Rally Sport alloy wheels, 14 new or near new rally tyres, KYB
rally struts & springs, drive shafts, suspension components,
intercooler, radiator plus much more. Call for details.
$11500.00 ono
Contact
Scott
0417
751851
scottm@sedlagencies.com.au
1963 Mini Cooper.. Competition suspension , Lockheed H/Duty
front discs and booster , Cooper S rear drums , H/Duty Clubman
GT gearbox, H/Duty quick ratio steering rack , genuine Minilite
wheels, big fuel tank , highly modified and detailed engine .
Ground up rebuild . Excellent interior , paint and chrome . Multiple
trophy winner in competition and show . Reliable daily driver .
Selling for far below build cost . $10,000 . Ph. Anthony Cox on
0421 474834 or 07 55960529 .

That's entertainment - Rocky style!

